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Abstract

In cloud computing service it is important to share the system resource among multiple instances according to user requirements. In particular, the issue of efficiently distributing I/O resources across multiple instances is paid attention due to the rise of emerging data-centric technologies such as big data and deep learning. However, it is difficult to evaluate the I/O resource distribution of a Linux container, which is one of the core technologies of cloud computing, since conventional I/O benchmarks does not support features related to container management. In this paper, we propose a new I/O performance benchmarking framework that can easily evaluate the resource distribution of Linux containers using existing I/O benchmarks by supporting container-related features and integrated user interface. According to the performance evaluation result with trace-replay benchmark, the proposed benchmark framework has induced negligible performance overhead while providing convenience in evaluating the I/O performance of multiple Linux containers
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1. Introduction

In a cloud computing environment, it is very important to meet the requirements of multiple users for system resources through QoS (Quality of Service) control[1,2]. The virtualization is a key technology to share the pool of computing resources among multiple isolated instances (applications or users)[3]. In particular, the container-based virtualization is paid attention because it can allocate system resources more efficiently than the traditional hypervisor-based virtualization. As shown in Figure 1(a), the hypervisor-based virtualization must create a separate guest OS for each instance, resulting in storage and memory space overhead due to redundant installation of the guest OS[4]. Moreover, performance degradation occurs because requests for system resources must go through both the guest OS and the host OS. On the other hand, as can be seen in Figure 1(b), container-based virtualization does not require a separate guest OS and has much less performance degradation due to virtualization because it supports system resource distribution and isolation at the operating system level[5,6].

Linux container[7] is most popular container-based virtualization technology, using Linux Cgroups(Control
groups) to allocate isolated system resources such as CPU, memory, I/O bandwidth to multiple Linux containers. Recently, as processing of large amounts of data becomes important due to the rise of emerging data-centric technologies such as big data and deep learning, research is being conducted to efficiently distribute I/O resources for high-performance storage such as NVMe SSDs in Linux cgroups.

However, the existing widely used I/O benchmark programs are not suitable for evaluating the resource distribution methods of Linux containers due to the following problems. At first, it is difficult to measure and track the I/O performance of multiple containers concurrently because most of the I/O benchmark programs do not support container related features such as container creation and allocation. The second is that an integrated interface is needed to use various I/O benchmarks because I/O performance should be evaluated with a variety of workloads such as synthetic workload, trace-driven workload, and specific application workload. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a novel I/O performance benchmarking framework for Linux container that can simultaneously measure the I/O performance of multiple containers and monitor the resource distribution status in real time using various kinds of benchmark programs. The proposed framework is implemented using JSON and Python, and provides web-based interface supporting various I/O benchmarks. The performance evaluation is conducted by applying trace-replay, a block I/O trace driven benchmark. According to the evaluation results, it is possible to evaluate the distribution of I/O resources of multiple containers with less than 1% performance overhead using the proposed framework.

The remainder of this paper organizes as follows. First, Section 2 describes the overall architecture and detailed implementation of the proposed I/O benchmarking framework as well as its design goal. The experiment results are presented to verify the efficiency and scalability of the proposed framework in Section 3. At last, Section 4 gives the conclusion of this paper.

2. Design and Implementation

2.1 Design goals

As mentioned above, existing I/O benchmark programs lack the support of evaluating the resource distribution method of Linux container. Table 1 describes whether the popular I/O benchmark programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Support or Not</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fio[12]</td>
<td>Support only cgroup allocation (not I/O weight, namespace)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filebench[13]</td>
<td>Does not support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YCSB[14]</td>
<td>Does not support</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
support Linux containers. According to Table 1, I/O benchmark programs other than Fio do not support for Linux container at all. Fio is also not sufficient to evaluate the distribution of I/O resource for Linux container because it cannot allocate I/O weights and namespaces for each cgroup.

Therefore, we have several design goals for implementing real-time I/O benchmarking framework for Linux container as follows: (1) It should support plentiful features related to Linux container such as cgroup creation / assignment and configuration of I/O weight of each container. (2) I/O resource used by each container should be able to be tracked and monitored concurrently in real time. (3) Various I/O benchmark programs should be able to be simply merged to our proposed benchmarking framework and operated with web-based unified interface. According to these requirements, we propose a novel I/O benchmarking framework for the Linux container that makes the best use of the existing benchmark programs, automatically creates containers and assigns benchmark to each of them.

2.2 Implementation

As you can see in Figure 2, the proposed system consists of the four layers contain the user interface, BAL (Benchmark Abstraction Layer), BEL (Benchmark Execution Layer), and benchmark programs. Because each layer independent from the other layers, they do not affect each other. To ensure independence between layers, each layer communicates with the other layer with structured data written in JSON format, as well as BAL and BEL are provided in the form of Linux shared library.

At first, as you can see in Figure 3, the user interface layer provides web-based integrated interface that receives parameters needed to configure benchmark programs and containers such as the number of cgroups, I/O weights, target benchmark, and target device. The submitted parameters by a user are turned into a structured data format by using JSON that is transferred to the below layer, BAL. Here, the name of benchmark program is used as a key to select the appropriate module in the below layer, BEL. By using this, BEL’s module can assign and execute benchmarks in each container. After completion of the benchmark program user interface layer would get evaluation result of benchmark program for each container from the below layer as structured data form. In addition, since the BAL and BEL are provided in the form of a Linux library, various user interfaces such as web, desktop application, or terminal can be used if they support Linux shared library.
BAL is the abstraction layer that decodes various parameters received from the user interface layer and call appropriate methods of BEL to perform benchmarking. BAL exposes five interfaces (Init, Execution, Get, Buffer Free, and Terminate) to the user interface. The “Init” interface performs initialization based on the configuration data delivered from user interface layer. It selects an appropriate module in the BEL via a key which is in configuration data. After an appropriate module is selected, the initialization method is called from the module in the BEL. The “Execution” interface that can be called after initialization sends a signal about executing the benchmark program to the module. After that, the “Get” interface takes the I/O performance status like I/O bandwidth and IOPS in real time from a benchmark running on each container. The collected I/O performance data is stored at the buffer allocated by “Get” interface. The data is delivered to the user interface and displays as seen as in Figure 4. To manage the buffer storing I/O performance data, the BAL has “Buffer Free” interface that deallocates the buffer, so that user interface layer does not have to care about the management of the buffer. Finally, the “Terminate” interface is called when we want to stop or finish benchmarking. It decouples the BAL and the benchmark module of BEL and resets the configurations of the benchmarking system.

BEL is an implementation layer that provides the methods for the interface in the abstraction layer, BAL. The BEL has modules per benchmark, each of which has three methods for “Init”, “Execution” and “Get”. The selected module’s “Init” method initializes the configurations of the system consisted BAL and BEL. It generates containers according to configuration delivered from BAL and allocates each benchmark process to them. Then, the “Execution” method of BEL starts to run designated benchmark program in response to the execution signal delivered by “Execution” interface in the BAL. The “Get” method is executed by BAL’s “Get” interface. It first requests a measured I/O performance data to each container’s benchmark. So, each benchmark process sends its own measured I/O performance data to the module in BEL, either through pipes, message queues, or shared memory, depending on the kind of benchmark. For example, the Fio generates its real-time benchmarking output via standard out. In this case, we can get the information by using pipes that allow redirecting standard I/O to the other files. At last, the module in BEL converts performance data collected from benchmark processes into structured data form by using JSON, then transfers it to BAL through the buffer dynamically allocated by BAL’s “Get” interface.

Figure 3. The Web-based User-Interface of the Proposed Benchmarking Framework
As Figure 2 describes, the sequence of the proposed framework can be organized as follows: (1) A user inputs the configuration values in the user interface and submits them as structured data form to BAL’s “Init” interface. (2) The “Init” interface finds and executes the initialization method of the appropriate benchmark module in BEL based on the configuration data delivered from BAL. (3) The benchmark module initializes the configuration of the specified benchmark and Linux containers, and allocates benchmark programs to each container. (4) The benchmark program in each container is started by an execution signal send by “Execution” interface of BAL. (5) To get the I/O performance data measured by benchmark programs in real-time, the “Get” interface allocates the buffer for receiving the benchmarking result data and call the “Get” method of the specified module in the BEL. (6) The benchmark module retrieves the result data from the benchmark in the container, and inserts it into the buffer. The user interface layer can access the result data through this buffer, then print it through the web-based interface. (7) After the received data is used, BAL’s “Buffer Free” interface deallocates the buffer. (8) When all sequences are complete, the BAL’s “Terminate” interface resets the system configuration and deallocates the benchmark module in BEL.

Table 2. Hardware and Software Setup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Intel Xeon CPU E5-2620 v4 @ 2.10 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>32GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>Intel SSD DC P4500 1.0TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS (Kernel)</td>
<td>Ubuntu 18.04.2 LTS (Linux Kernel 5.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Trace-Replay Workloads Characteristic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size of Total I/O</td>
<td>30GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of Average I/O</td>
<td>14KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read/Write Ratio (R:W)</td>
<td>3.64:1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Experiment Results

In this section, we evaluate the performance overhead and scalability of the proposed benchmark framework. The proposed benchmark framework is implemented by using JSON and Python and supports web-based integrated interface and trace-replay benchmark[15] which replays block I/O traces. The Figure 3 and 4 shows the configuration page and real-time I/O performance monitoring view, respectively. In the Figure 3, you can see the several input boxes on the figure which are related to the initial configurations for benchmark and Linux container as well as “Start” button. When the button is pressed, both BAL’s “Init” and “Execution” interface are called sequentially. The Figure 5 shows the changes in I/O performance of each container in 1-second intervals, including I/O bandwidth, I/O latency and average I/O bandwidth. The experimental environment and workload characteristics used for trace-replay are described in Table 2 and 3, respectively. Note that sample block I/O trace(sample1.dat) provided by the trace-replay benchmark is used as the workload.

To verify the performance overhead of our benchmarking framework, we measured I/O bandwidth of multiple containers using trace-replay through the proposed benchmarking framework and compared it to the case where the benchmark was driven using a shell script. The Figure 5 shows that the proposed benchmarking framework (BAL+BEL) can evaluate the I/O performance of multiple containers with negligible performance overhead compared to using shell script (Shell). Moreover, even if the number of containers increases, the performance overhead does not increase. It means that the proposed framework has good scalability as well as low performance overhead. In addition, the proposed benchmarking framework is more convenient to evaluate the distribution of I/O resources for Linux container than using shell command because it provides graphical information on real-time benchmarking results.

4. Conclusion

A cloud computing service has a responsible for satisfying the service requirements of different users through QoS(Quality of Service) control. In particular, with the rise of emerging data-centric technologies such as big data and deep learning, the issue of efficiently distributing I/O resources across multiple instances has become important. However, the existing popular I/O benchmarks are not suitable for evaluating the resource distribution method of Linux containers due to the lack of support for containers. In this paper, we have proposed the novel I/O performance benchmarking framework for Linux container that supports container related features and an integrated user interface for existing I/O benchmarks. As a result, the proposed benchmarking framework can simultaneously measure the I/O performance of multiple containers and monitor
changes in resource distribution status by using various kinds of benchmark programs. The proposed benchmarking framework is implemented by using JSON and Python, and supports web-based integrated interface to configure benchmark programs and containers. According to the performance evaluation result with trace-replay benchmark, the proposed benchmarking framework has induced negligible performance overhead while providing convenience in evaluating the I/O performance of multiple Linux containers.
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